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Agora’s Machine Learning Emissions Engine has crunched the 
numbers to produce an estimate of Maplepoint Transportation’s 
business emissions across scopes 1, 2 & 3.


We use  a proprietary library of emissions factors to estimate company 
emissions in line with best practices set forth in the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol. Emissions are measured in tons of CO2 equivalent (tCO2e)


This report summarizes that assessment and contains the following:

Understanding this report

2 Overall impact summary

1 What are scope 1, 2, & 3 emissions?

3 Review of largest contributors

4 Insights and actions

5 Social & governance highlights

If you have any questions, need help understanding this report or 
would like to learn how to utilize it. We’re here to help!  

support@agoralabs.eco

WE’RE HERE TO HELP



So, how are emissions 
categorized?
When measuring environmental impact, a company’s emissions can be broken 
down into three different categories in line with the leading 
GHG Protocol Corporate Standard.

Scope 1 Emissions  

Directly produced from sources 
owned or controlled by the 
business. Heating by natural gas or 
gasoline for fleet vehicles are 
examples of typical scope 1 
emissions sources.


Scope 2 Emissions  

Generated indirectly, through the 
generation or purchase of energy. 
Typically, most businesses scope 2 
emissions come from electricity and 
steam usage, or emissions 
produced from heating and cooling.


Scope 3 Emissions  

Indirect emissions that are 
produced as part of the value chain 
of a business, both upstream and 
downstream. Emissions associated 
with the use of goods and services 
are part of this category, as are 
emissions from transportation and 
distribution and the production 
of waste.
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Overall  
Impact

Maplepoint Transportation is 
responsible for approximately 412.8  
tons of C02e per $M spent, with 64% 
of emissions falling under the 
businesses direct control

Since scope 1 and 2 emissions are the emissions that a business is directly 
responsible for, it usually makes sense to start with these sources when looking for 
meaningful ways to reduce emissions.
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2,954
TONS

The highest impact comes from the 
consumption of , with an 
estimated impact of 2954 tons of CO2 
equivalent. That represents over of 
Maplepoint’s total emissions.

Gasoline

65% 

Emissions come from 100 different source types with the top 5 
representing close to 93% of the total impact.

That’s equivalent to the emissions 
produced annually from:

Top 5 Emissions Sources
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Insights & Actions

Fuels makes up 65% of Maplepoint Transportation’s total carbon impact at an 
annual spend of approximately $950K. Given it’s high spend and impact, tackling 
fuel consumption is a great place to start when looking to reduce impact.

TRANSPORTATION FUELS

Nearly 91% of electricity in Alberta is produced from fossil fuels. Approximately 
43% from coal and 49% from natural gas. Switching to renewable electricity can 
not only save money, but drastically reduce emissions for Alberta-based grid energy.

ELECTRICITY

REDUCE
use less fuel

Route optimization


Engine maintenance 
schedule


Idle control 
(policies & technology)

ELIMINATE
control emissions

Engine exhaust filters


Selective non-catalytic 
reduction

REPLACE
use ‘greener’ alternatives

Fuel switching


Hybrid or electric 
replacements

REDUCE
Use less electricity

PARTICIPATE
join green energy offerings

GENERATE
Your own green energy

LED lighting upgrades 

HVAC system upgrades

(often subsidized by utilities)

Community solar 
Participate in ENMAX’s ‘Add Green 
Program’ to simply offset impacts 
from purchased energy 

Onsite solar 

Alberta’s Solar Net Energy 
Metering program

(rooftop or ground-mounted)


AGORA RECOMMENDATIONS

AGORA RECOMMENDATIONS



Social Impact
Maplepoint aims to impact their immediate and extended community through 
their efforts in the following programs

Corporate Governance
Maplepoint is working to establish themselves as a governance leader through the 
following commitments and programs

Discloses Governance 
Structure

Publishes Ethics & 
Value Statement

96% of Employees Receive 
Compliance Training

Top 100 - Working 
Mother's Magazine

Promote flexible work hours 
and ways of working

Support employee volunteer 
hours in local communities

0.6 Safety 
Incident Rate

Supports Nonprofits 
& Charities

60% Female 
Board Members



Ready to take the next step?

Agora can help! Here are some examples of some ways to better your report 

and improve the accuracy of your sustainability assessment.


Employee Commute

Estimating employee commute 

distances and methods can 

improve your scope 3 estimate.

Fuel Quantities

Fuel Quantities - Assessing fuel 

based emissions based on real 

quantities rather than spend can 

help improve the accuracy of 

your scope 1 estimate.

ESG Reporting

Produce a broader sustainability 

report documenting the 

company's overall ESG strategy & 

highlighting accomplishments 

across various ESG categories. 

Thank you

Thank you for participating in Agora’s Beta Program. We hope this report has 
been of value to Maplepoint Transportation and look forward to continuing to 

support you in achieving your ESG targets. Don’t hesitate to reach out any time! 


Randy Wilson, Co-Founder

randy@agoralabs.eco

As an early Beta partner, Agora is committed to continuing to support 

Maplepoint Transportation as we advance our offering. Please don’t hesitate 

to reach out any any time.

BETA PARTNER PROGRAM


